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 With HSC Chemistry, you can perform chemical engineering calculations, such as single-step multi-phase reactions,
thermodynamic, kinetic and equilibrium modeling. HSC Chemistry can model (i) equilibria, (ii) endothermic and exothermic

reactions, (iii) kinetic, (iv) mass-action, (v) net ionization, (vi) ionic equilibria, (vii) dissolution and (viii) phase equilibria. HSC
Chemistry's features include over 3000 unique reaction types, conditional formatters, VBACs, and complex multi-phase

modeling. HSC Chemistry allows you to: ●Model equilibria with, reaction dynamics with, and thermodynamic calculations.
●Use mathematical functions to calculate rate constants, equilibrium constants and other kinetic parameters. ●Perform

equilibrium and kinetic calculations on organic and inorganic reactions. ●Evaluate the mass fraction of chemicals in multi-
phase systems with single-phase endothermic and exothermic reactions. ●Use conditional formatting to plot, graph, and print

solutions for a wide range of thermochemical reaction types. ●Use over 30 unique reaction types for thermochemical modeling.
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●Easily create and re-use calculation blocks that can be used in flowsheets. ●Simulate over 30 different, complex multi-phase
reaction types. ●Simulate all forms of mass transfer for multi-phase reactions. ●Use HSC Chemistry with WebCalc (free for
non-commercial use) to analyze multiple complex processes in parallel and on a single page. For chemical reactions, you need

the right software. One of the most popular software packages is HSC Chemistry. HSC Chemistry is powerful, but it can also be
complex. This course will teach you to use HSC Chemistry to perform thermochemical calculations in flowsheets. You will

learn how to use HSC Chemistry's functions to model equilibrium, reaction dynamics, mass-action, and kinetics. By the end of
the course, you will be able to use HSC Chemistry for chemical engineering calculations with flowsheets. Welcome to the

course! This is the first course in a series of seven classes that cover a wide range of thermochemical topics. In this course, you
will learn how to use HSC Chemistry to perform thermochemical calculations with flowsheets. Throughout this course, you will

learn: ●How 82157476af
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